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Editors’ Note
In this issue, we welcome new Regional Representative Cathy Katz to the USATAA
council. As the days grow shorter and trees shed their leaves, we invite you to
consider warming up this winter by joining us in Jamaica for the unique TA-learning
experience that is the Jamaica Gathering.

Ditch the winter Doldrums in Jamaica
The 19th annual USA Transactional Analysis
Association Jamaica Gathering will be held in Port Antonio
from January 23-30, 2016. Registration ends December, 1,
2015. A gathering is a conference that combines retreat,
learning, natural beauty, and warm friendships in a selforganizing community. We would love to have you join us
in a little tropical paradise this winter and learn why this
particular gathering is 19 years strong.
The Farmer’s Almanac website announced that it is, “‘redflagging’ the second week of January and the second week
of February for possible heavy winter weather with a long,
drawn out spell of stormy weather extending through much
of the first half of March” (www.farmersalmanac.com).
Consider a brief escape from the cold spell to a place of
tropical enchantment.
In addition to being perfectly timed for many of us in the
Jamaica
Packing list:


Something you enjoy doing while
relaxing and sitting on the beach (or
not, another option is to enjoy “being”)



Something to wear in the water. Both
ocean water and river water are
available for your choosing



Something to capture memories: a
journal, a camera, a set of paints, or
simply the immersion of your five
senses in the experience



Something TA to share with likeminded (and like-hearted) people …

Northern hemisphere, the Jamaica Gathering is a wonderful
place to “get your feet wet” – both literally and
figuratively. The sprawling estate which encapsulates the
Frenchman’s Cove resort is home to both river and sea,
offering to visitors a choice between saltwater and
freshwater for splashing.
Additionally, the Jamaica Gathering is an ideal platform
for getting your feet wet with presenting your own
transactional analysis material! After all, as much as we
like to tout its recreational appeal, the gathering is first and
foremost a coming together of people from around the
world who study, think, and share TA theory, or who want
to take their first steps in applying TA in their life. If you
haven’t presented or written about the ideas that you have
nurtured and formed in your mind, then come to Jamaica
and share them there. The TA learning experience is
unique every year depending on who is there and what they
have to share. The learning experience grows out of the
self-organizing process of inviting attendees to offer
something to the group and also to request what they would
like to learn about. Because the people there offer their
feedback and insights to those who are sharing the theory,
the workshops often turn into a co-created experience that
offers further clarity and insight to the presenter about his
or her nascent material.
In fact, research indicates that travel to far-away places,
such as Jamaica, can increase your creativity
(www.scientificamerican.com). So not only does the
Jamaica conference offer a relaxing setting and friendship,
it also offers a chance to increase your creativity and
further form your emerging TA theory.
To learn more about how to register for this unique event,
see the registration form on page 5. We hope to meet you
in Port Antonio, Jamaica, where the river meets the sea!
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Michael Harsh is new ITAA North American Representative
When participating in an intensive program as both therapist
and client in a redecision workshop at the Southeast
Institute for Group and Family Therapy, he was struck by
the constructive framework of TA that asks people who
come into therapy not how they are, but instead, what they
want to change about themselves. This, along with TA’s
Michael has been in private practice as a psychotherapist in assumption that the individual is already OK, struck a chord
Omaha, Nebraska, since 1997. His educational background with him in terms of who he understood people to be and
includes a Bachelor of Arts in philosophy, a Juris Doctorate, how therapy works as a collaborative process.
a Master of Arts in Christian spirituality, and a Master of
So inspired, Michael has obtained a Transactional Analysis
Arts in counseling. Over the past 11 years, he has studied
Practitioner Instructor certification through USATAA, a
classical transactional analysis, redecision therapy,
certificate in redecision therapy through the Southeast
relational therapy, developmental theory, and personality
Institute, and he also became a Certified Transactional
adaptations. He has enjoyed receiving training and
Analyst in 2013.
supervision from Vann Joines, Mary Goulding, and Fanita
English among others.
He hopes to contribute to a North American and world-wide
expansion of TA. To this end, Michael is working toward
Through his training, Michael has come to regard TA to be
instructional relationships with other practitioners that are
the most transformative mode of engaging the human
supportive, collaborative and encouraging.
psyche in enduring, desired change.
Michael Harsh took up his duties as the new
International Transactional Analysis Association North
American regional representative at the 2015 ITAA
conference in Sydney, Australia. He succeeds Emily Keller
who finished her term as North American representative.

2015 USATAA Regions & Coordinators
Want to contribute to the NET?
Send your material to net@usataa.org.

Northeast Region
Karen Rightler, northeast-rep@usataa.org
Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia

USATAA is for YOU!

Southeast Region
Open Position, southeast-rep@usataa.org

If you have not yet renewed your membership for 2015,
please do so at www.usataa.org or by sending your dues
($50 per year) to
USATAA
c/o Janel Quintos
7881 Church Street, Suite F, Gilroy, CA 95020.

Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas. Louisiana, foreign
countries other than Canada

The United States of America Transactional Analysis
Association (USATAA) is the association for the practice
of Transactional Analysis in the United States. USATAA
publishes the USATAA-NET four times a year.
NET Newsletter Committee
Cheryl Leong, Communications Coordinator
Dianne Maki, Co-Editor
Mail: 7881 Church Street, Suite F,
Gilroy, CA 95020.
Email: communications@usataa.org
Advertising Rates
Business card ad: $25; 4 times for $80.
Quarter page: $50; 4 times for $160.
Half page: $75; 4 times for $225.
Full page: $150, one time only.

Midwest Region
Robert L. Hempel, midwest-rep@usataa.org
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Illinois,
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Kansas

Southwest Region
Sue Robinson, southwest-rep@usataa.org
Oklahoma, Texas

Rocky Mountain Region
Laurie Weiss, rocky-mountain-rep@usataa.org
Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, Colorado, Utah,
New Mexico, Arizona

Pacific Region
Cathy Katz, pacific-rep@usataa.org
Washington, Oregon, Nevada, Northern California, Alaska,
Hawaii

Southern-California Region
Cathy Katz, socal-rep@usataa.org
Southern California

Canadian Region
Janice Dowson, Canada-rep@usataa.org
Canada
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The USATAA Council Welcomes Cathy Katz
as Regional Representative
Cathy Katz, TA Practitioner, is the newest member
of the USATAA Council. Cathy is a Southern California
resident, and a long-time student and teacher of TA. She
conducts weekly Monday night groups, and holds
workshops on relationships and communication. Recently,
Cathy hosted an event that featured TA themes, and shared
some highlights from the event. On behalf of the USATAA
Council, we welcome her wholeheartedly.

Eric Berne, M.D., realized and expounded on the fact that
everyone has the need to be acknowledged – to be seen and
heard by someone else. At that meeting, my goal was to
acknowledge the gifts in others. I reminded each woman
that we all have a gift to share, and, respectfully thanked
each person for hers.

This coming year I look forward to sharing my gifts with
USATAA as I begin serving on the coordinating council. I
hope that through my service I can help celebrate the gifts
Catherine O’Brien,
of each member of USATAA. If you have something you
USATAA General Coordinator
would like to share with the TA community, if you have
recently published a book, or if you’re interested in hosting
To Life … Celebrate
a seminar or workshop, let me know and I will pass it on to
I am currently membership chairperson for another the members in my region.
organization, which held an
In 2016, I will be co-teaching a workshop in Southern
event titled, “To Life …
California with Catherine O’Brien, and will share that
Celebrate.” The overall
information shortly on the USATAA website! I encourage
theme was in keeping with
all current members and any potential new members to
the basic principles of
contact me for future workshops next year. If you have any
transactional analysis.
questions, email me at pacific-rep@usataa.org. I look
We focused on the gifts of
forward to connecting with all of you, whether through
the membership and
social media or an email soon.
celebrated the unique gifts
each woman brought to the
Cathy Katz
Cathy Katz is certified in Androgynous Semantic
organization. The organizing
Realignment (ASR)® through the WANT® Institute, where
committee of 15 people each shared their gifts – creating
she trained with Dr. Pat Allen. She went on to continue
invitations, cooking, financial contributions, and decorating, studying transactional analysis and is a Transactional
to name a few – in setting up and hosting our event. Our
Analysis Practitioner. Learn more about Cathy and how
honored guest Stephanie Blum, a child psychologist and
she incorporates TA in her work at
comedian, shared her gift of comedy with all 90 women
http://www.talktocathy.com.
who showed up.
TAP TRAINING AND Congratulations to 2015 TAPs, TAAPs, and TAPIs
We would like to acknowledge the following
people for earning their Transactional Analysis Practitioner
Instructor certificates: Eric Baker and Michael Harsh.
Congratulations to both of you. We look forward to
advertising your upcoming TAP-training programs.
We would also like to acknowledge the following people
for earning their Transactional Analysis Advanced
Practitioner certificates: Susan Diemer, Marcia Guimaraes,
and Emily Keller.
The USATAA Council congratulates the following people
for earning their Transactional Analysis Practitioner

certificate this year: Bahman Dadgostar, Timothy Hunt,
Nina Roslovic, and Kirsten Setso
To learn more about becoming a Transactional Analysis
Practitioner, visit the USATAA website at
http://www.usataa.org.
Lucy Freedman is offering a new TAP training. A free
online session will be held November 18. An in-person
program begins December 2. Email
syntaxoffice@syntx.com to learn more.
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What the Clintons Can Teach Us About Fear of Rejection
By Janice Gentles-Jones
Marketing and Website Strategist
Fact 2. You have a gift and you rob people of the chance
to experience it when you hold back out of fear.

Chelsea Clinton had a baby girl recently: Charlotte
Clinton Mezvinsky. I’ve read that her parents, pastEach time you do not share what you do, your unique gifts
president Bill Clinton and possibly future
of knowledge, skills, talent and experience
president, Hillary Clinton are really excited to
mixed with your desire to help others, goes to
be grandparents and have been looking forward
waste. Your prospects miss out on
to this day. So you know they must be over the
the opportunity to work with you; but mostly
moon now that the baby is here. Their joy at
you miss out on the opportunity to make
being grandparents makes me smile because it
a difference in someone’s life. Here’s an area
just goes to show that even people like
that you need to take a risk. Risk means
the Clintons, who have this high-profile life,
moving past the fear and receiving your
Janice Gentles-Jones
prestigious titles and great life experiences, get
reward.
excited about the same things like us “regular folks” too.
Fact 3. You were not meant to serve everybody.
It’s something you should remember when it comes to
And isn’t that a relief! Imagine being the end all for
marketing yourself, especially with people who you may
everybody in this world. Good grief, now that would be
feel intimidated by because of “who they are.” Although
something to fear. There are so many different personalities,
their titles may be Chief Executive Officer, Founder,
beliefs, and value systems in this world, you can’t possibly
Executive Vice President or whatever, they experience and
serve them all. So when rejection happens, it’s OK. This
react to “normal” things that you can relate to also.
leaves you open and available to the people you can help.
One of the fastest ways you can get more clients is through
Fact 4. Your worst case scenario is probably
directly contacting prospects and referral sources. But if
exaggerated.
direct contact conjures up images of being hung up on or
Here’s an exercise to help you move past fear of rejection:
getting no response to emails and calls, then fear of
rejection is holding you back. The potential of feeling hurt,
 Think of the “Clintons” in your prospects group.
unworthy, unloved if people don’t want to do business with
You know, the ones you’re afraid to call because
you is limiting your income. This can be common among
you fear they’ll immediately say “no,” but if they
women entrepreneurs who struggle to get clients.
said “yes” it could be a real boost for your business.
One way you can address this problem is by focusing on
 Acknowledge the fear (It feels so real right?) and
what is true, because often fear is rooted in imaginary
say the worst case scenario out loud to someone
beliefs. The opposite of rejection is acceptance. Acceptance
you trust or your business coach. Sometimes saying
is to believe an opinion or explanation is valid or true. In the
your fear out loud can take power away from it.
case of fear of rejection, the acceptance is not by the person
 Discuss the likelihood of that worst scenario
you’re contacting but by you accepting facts as true.
happening with your trusted friend or coach. In
Here are four key facts you can accept and be confident
most cases the worst case scenario is exaggerated
about when it comes to marketing yourself:
and not likely to happen. Your trusted friend or
Fact 1. Prospects are more than just their title.
coach can confirm that for you.
 Take action!
Your prospects are regular people like yourself, with their
own vulnerabilities and need for help. They too love family
dinners, block other parent’s view as they take pictures of
The biggest thing you can do to get more clients this month
their child in the school play and even make cooing noises is create a simple plan of action where you’re contacting
when they hold a baby. (Think about the Clintons with
people and letting them know what you do and how you can
their granddaughter). Whether you’re making a warm call
help them. Do it in spite of the fear.
or sending a warm email, remember the person you’re
Continued/Page 5
reaching out to is a just like you. Picture that person as the
human being they are and how you can help them.
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Continued from/Page 4







Will you feel scared? Yes.
Will you experience rejection? Yes. (Sorry, but it’s
inevitable. Remember Fact 3.)
Will you experience your worst case scenario?
Probably not, but if you did I’m almost positive you
won’t die from it. Now that would be a worst case
scenario.
Will you possibly land a new client or two this
month? Absolutely!

Effective action done consistently produces results that
move you closer to getting to clients who will say “yes.”
Stop playing small and be the light you were meant to be,
even for the Clintons of this world.
How do you handle the ‘fear of rejection’ when it comes to
marketing yourself? Please comment below. I’d love to hear
from you.
Janice Gentles-Jones helps solopreneurs successfully
promote what they do so they can get clients, live debt-free
and serve others through an abundance of time and money.

Join Janice Gentles-Jones in a free webinar and learn how
to design and implement an easy marketing action plan to
get more clients. Visit janicegjones.com.

SEI Announces Jo Lewis Bowens Scholarship
The Southeast Institute for Group and Family
Therapy announces the Josephine Bowens Lewis Memorial
Scholarship. An anonymous donor seeded the fund with
$5,000 to honor the life-touching work Jo did as a therapist.
He chose to donate the money to the Southeast Institute
because, as he said, “this was her home. It’s where she grew
into a therapist who would go on to enhance thousands of
lives.”
Jo first came to the Southeast Institute in 1973 to attend a
month-long training program. Shortly after, she was invited
to join the faculty, which she did. While there, she trained in
transactional analysis and became a Certified Transactional
Analyst and then a Teaching and Supervising Transactional
Analyst. She obtained a Master’s degree in psychotherapy
and social change through a joint degree program with
Southeast Institute and Lone Mountain College in San
Francisco. After earning her Psy.D. from Wright State
University, she moved with her future husband to Atlanta
where they cofounded and directed the Center for
Cooperative Change.

President and Director Vann Joines continued to offer
training around the world and to conduct couples weekends
twice a year. Jo was also a senior consultant for VISIONS,
Inc., offering training on multiculturalism. She served as an
editor of The Women’s Journal, on the USATAA council,
and as an ITAA board member.
The Jo Lewis Memorial Scholarship is designed to offer
financial assistance to African-American therapists who
want to train at the Southeast Institute for Group and Family
Therapy.
“I know that Jo would be honored to be remembered in this
way,” Vann said.
The Southeast Institute has matched the original $5,000
donation and hopes that others will contribute to the fund.
The hope is that it will grow and continue to honor Jo’s
memory and contribution to the field of psychotherapy as
well as the lives of people around the world.

If you are interested in honoring Jo with a contribution,
contact Meredith Castevens at (919) 929-1171 or email her
In addition to her work in Atlanta, Jo and Southeast Institute at meredith@seinstitute.com.
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UPCOMING TAP TRAINING
Getting Started with Transactional Analysis
with Lucy Freedman
Nov. 18, 10 AM Pacific, ONLINE at no cost
Dec. 2, 1 PM Pacific, LIVE SESSION
Campbell, CA
Email syntaxoffice@syntx.com for details

Upcoming TA Conferences and Exams
Note: There will not be an ITAA conference this year. The ITAA will hold its board meeting and Annual General Meeting
at the South Asian Association of Transactional Analysts conference in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
USATAA Jamaica Gathering
Port Antonio, Jamaica
January 23-30, 2016 (REGISTER BY DEC. 1, 2015)
European Association of Transactional Analysis
(EATA 2016) Conference
July 7-9, 2016
Geneva, Switzerland
South Asian Association of Transactional Analysts (SAATA) Conference
Dhaka, Bangladesh
2-4 September, 2016

USATAA - NET
7881 Church Street, Suite F
Gilroy, CA 95020
Address Correction Requested

First Class Mail

Save the Date

Jamaica Gathering
What are you waiting for?
Share your laughter and TA
knowledge … in the sun!

January 23-30, 2016

